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•Welcome and introduce self

•Explain: Career paths/goal will determine the types of materials you’ll
prepare for your job search (academe, industry, government)



• Problem: Most individuals don’t spend enough time carefully reading 
job description!!!
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•Look at some job postings; suggestions on how to read, what to look 
for

•Talk briefly about difference between resume and vita

•Consider the job search process from the hiring perspective

•Briefly overview CV format and style

•Review the key differences between CV for academia and industry

•Talk about cover letter, its importance, and how to organize it

•Open up for questions and discussion
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• Make it easy on reader. Who is my reader? What is my reader looking to 
find?

• Use of headings and subheadings; consistent formatting

• Don’t make reader work hard to unscramble either your meaning or your 
organization.
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• Visual appeal is there; structure correct for emails. What about 
readability? What about depth and range of ideas? 

• Short and to the point, but sacrifice meaning for sake of brevity? 
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• Visual appeal? Why all caps? Difficult to read. All Caps in headings? 
Lowers readability.

• How about structure and organization? Depth and range of ideas?

• In resume, “Qualifications Summary” or “Professional Profile.” Goal is 
the same: Executive Summary, get reader interested in reading 
resume.
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• Why are headings all caps? Lowers readability

• Structure and organization? Dates are not reverse chronological; in 
fact, dates are confusing: 2006 – present.

• Bullet points are in different tenses

• Name of workplace more important than position? No.

• National Development heading: first bullet not active verb about job 
functions; instead describes program!!!

• Why are cities/states in a special visual place to the far right? Value 
added?

• Bullets could be smaller

• Some directors boldface; others not.
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• Structure and organization? Chronological order?

• Readability? Red flags? Dates are difficult to handle – 2008 twice: 
was he both a teaching assistant and adjunct professor at same 
time?
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• Notice use of white space, organized in easy to read fashion. 
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•ASK: What do I mean by these?
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•Comprehensive teaching institution
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•Research I institution
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•Urban university; different needs/message
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•Private sector institute
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•Depending on the position, 100-200 applications
•At first, reviewer is looking for who to discard, not who to interview -
First round review: Your CV will get 20-30 seconds

•So, if teaching first in job posting, your first category should 
be teaching. Don’t bury most important information. Tailor 
materials to the job posting.

•Today’s session-we’ll be focusing on writing a CV that 
meets these criteria.
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•These are the things you need to build into your CV

•Other things the search committee might want to know?

•Or others’ work



• Resume usually 1-2 maximum. Multiple pages for senior level position 
only. Used to summarize your education and experience for a specific 
career objective in the public or private sector.

•CV can be any length, depending on your publications, research 
experiences, other salient categories.

•CV: full list of your professional and educational history. Resume: 
summary of your experience and skills most pertinent to the advertised 
position.
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• Appears first, right after name and contact info at top of page.

• Serves as executive summary to get reader interested in reader what 
follows.
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• Industry: Experience/research first; education second

• Academe: Education first
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• Creative problem solving
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•First round, you’ll get 30 second review

•Clearly coordinated and subordinated headings

•How make strongest aspects stand out? Match with job posting 
requirements.

•How determine order of importance? Job posting order of importance. 
Why did I title this “Writing a Persuasive Resume”?
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•How decide what is most important information?

•Refer to Action Verbs handout

•Or friends; if international postdoc, be sure to have a native English 
speaker proof!
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• Not an exhaustive list; different disciplines may emphasize different 
word choices for the same thing. See other categories in your 
packet.
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• Put education in reverse chronological order. Rather than describing the 
Ph.D. as "in progress" and making readers search for completion day, give 
degree as "Expected, May 2008," or whatever the actual date will be. 
Include the degree and field in the same line, e.g. "M.A., Anthropology.”

• Format your CV by putting the dates on the right.  Why?  People read from 
left to right, and you want the most important information, like your field of 
study, to be on the left.
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• Reverse chronological order
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• Format a list of publications or presentations that different types of 
entries using subheadings, rather than new headings, for each type 
of entry.  For example, under the heading 
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• Always keep information in consistent order!!

• Course titles italicized!
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• Stress what you contributed and accomplished by using active verbs 
("Delivered eight class lectures on composite materials and 
developed five supporting problem sets and a midterm examination" 
is better than "Responsibilities included preparing class lectures, 
homework assignments, and exams").

• See list of action verbs in your packet.
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•How might some of these be relevant to job or institution?
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• Separate email: looks much more professional than 
johnandsuzie@provider.com.

• Don’t Include personal information. 

• Don’t use flashy graphics or print that is difficult to read.

• Use underlining except in citations, if in your discipline.

• Don’t use meaningless words or phrases. 

• Don’t start phrases in the experience section with “My responsibilities 
(or duties) included...”

• Don’t begin phrases with “I” or use complete sentences.

• Use the word "Selected" and list the most relevant ones. generally 
speaking, you are being evaluated for what you can offer in your new 
field, not for your former career in sales. 

• Discuss a former career in detail only if it is practically related to your 
field. For example, an architect now working on a Ph.D. in 
architecture should include some information about his or her 
professional career.



• Objectives are not typically used for faculty positions. If you still want to 
include an objective, omit the sections that say "mentor graduate students 
and conduct a program of research," as these are responsibilities faculty 
members would have in any department with graduate students.

• Make it a priority while you're in graduate school to be able to teach your 
own course, if you possibly can.   If you can’t, find other ways to talk about 
teaching in a broader sense (advising, mentoring undergraduates)
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The cover letter should give the employer a sense of what makes an 
applicant unique and how their experiences and skills have prepared 
them for the job they are seeking.  Applicants should demonstrate their 
knowledge of the company in the cover letter, and they should write 
persuasively, using solid facts and figures to support their claims.

letter to a specific person, ideally to the person who will interview you 
(department chair, search committee chair).
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• Find out who you’ll be 
writing to. If possible, call to 
find out.
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Key Concept:  Writers should consider the needs of their audience as 
they organize the information in their cover letter.  Prospective 
employers will most likely scan the cover letter before they read it to 
decide whether to read or discard it.  Therefore, writers should make 
the cover letter easy to scan by including only their most relevant 
qualifications and by devoting a short paragraph to each of these 
qualifications.     

Only include the two or three strongest qualifications from your resume.
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• Refer to job title as it appears in the announcement and state where 
you learned of the position

• Mention your faculty advisor

• Make a claim for your candidacy that you’ll support in your body of 
your letter; after last line ask, “Now what do you need to do?” 
PROVE IT!!!!!!
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• Based off job description, most important first.
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Key Concept: It is important for applicants to write persuasive opening 
paragraphs.  Writers can capture their reader’s attention best by 
demonstrating their knowledge of the job or company.  If the job an 
applicant was advertised, applicants might tell where they learned of the 
opening.  If applicants are writing to find out if a job is available, they 
might mention a product or project on which they are interested in 
working.  In either case, applicants should work to tie their qualifications 
in with the job they are seeking. 

The approach writers take will be guided in large part by whether they 
are writing a solicited application letter or an unsolicited application 
letter.  
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• No “Please feel free” !!!!!
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• Thoughtful, intentional, analytical effort

• Ask your PI or advisor to show you copy of theirs.

• Do I need to change the order items/headings appear to match job 
specifics more? More specific word choice?  Appeal to department 
values, attitudes, goals, projects, etc.;

• Ask others to review your CV; specialized language important.
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• Very few think to do this

• Two purposes: 1. thank for time/interest they took 2. repeat 
MATCH!!!!!!!
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This would be the last slide, click the text to change it to your 
information.


